Background. BGISEQ-500 is based on DNBSEQ TM technology and superior in 16 providing high outputs and requiring less cost. This sequencer has been widely used in 17 various areas of scientific and clinical research. A better understanding of the sequencing 18 process and sequencer performance is essential for stabilizing sequencing process, 19 accurately interpreting sequencing results and efficiently solving sequencing troubles. To 20 solve these problems, a comprehensive database SEQdata-BEACON was constructed to 21 accumulate sequencing performance data in BGISEQ-500. 22 Methods. Totally 60 BGISEQ-500 sequencers in BGI-Wuhan lab were used to collect the 23 sequencing performance data. Those lanes in paired-end 100 sequencing using 10bp 24 2 barcode were chosen, and each lane containing 66 metrics was assigned a unique entry 25 number as ID. The database was constructed in MySQL server 8.0 and the website was 26 built on Apache (2.4.33 win64 VC15 server). The statistical analysis and linear regression 27 models were generated by R program based on the data from Results. A total of 2236 entries were recorded in the database, including sample ID, 30 yield, quality, machine state and supplies information. According to correlation matrix, 31 the 52 numerical metrics were clustered into three groups signifying yield-quality, 32 machine state and sequencing calibration. The metrics distributions also delivered some 33 patterns and rendered clues for further explanation or analysis of the sequencing process. 34 Using the data of total 200 cycles, the linear regression model well simulated the final 35 outputs. Moreover, the predicted final yield could be provided in the 15 th cycle of the 36 early stage of sequencing and the corresponding coefficient of determination R 2 of the 37 200 th and 15 th cycle models were 0.97 and 0.81 respectively. The data source, statistical 38 findings and application tools were all available in our website 39 http://seqBEACON.genomics.cn:443/home.html. These resources can be used as a 40 constantly updated reference for BGISEQ-500 users to comprehensively understand 41 DNBSEQ TM technology, solve sequencing problems and optimize the sequencing 42 process.
percentage of bases with an error rate below 0.001) were the most concerned. Besides, 78 other metrics regarding chemical reaction and instrument state were also recorded in the 79 sequencing summary. However, we still lack a profound understanding of the metrics 80 meaning especial the connection between them. As one of the world's largest sequencing 81 service providers, BGI performed thousands of sequencing runs each year. Accompanied 82 with enormous nucleotide data, massive sequencing performance data was highly 83 valuable for illustrating this complicated process and troubleshooting. Unfortunately, this 84 type of datasets or databases are rare currently and a comprehensive database is required 85 to integrate the abundant sequencer performance data. 86 In this study, we designed a database SEQdata-BEACON to comprehensively 87 collect sequencing performance data in BGISEQ-500 including the information of sample 88 ID, yield, quality, machine state and supplies. We calculated Pearson's correlation of 52 89 numerical metrics for hierarchical clustering and analyzed their distribution patterns. We 90 also used linear regression to establish the yield simulation models to investigate the 91 connection between yield correlated metrics, and attempted to predict the final yield in 92 the early stage of sequencing. All the data and statistical analysis results were exhibited in 93 our open access website. These resources can be an updating reference dataset for 94 BGISEQ-500 users from enterprises or colleges to gain a deeper understanding of 95 DNBSEQ TM technology. 98 We chose 60 BGISEQ-500 sequencers in BGI-Wuhan lab and collected all available 99 files generated after chemical reaction and basecalling. We accumulated the lanes in 
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Yield simulation model 112 We tried to investigate the metrics correlated to yield and used them to simulate the 113 final outputs. First, considering the sequencing principle, DNB was the decisive source of 114 yield. The number of successfully fixed DNBs on the patterned array determined the 115 ability to produce reads (Drmanac et al. 2010; Wang et al. 2019 BIC, accGRR, SNR and FIT as variables of inputs, and output was yield (Reads). We 124 used Turkey's boxplot to pinpoint the possible outliers which defined as observations that 125 fall below Q1-1.5 IQR or above Q3+1.5 IQR, and these outliers were excluded from the 126 model construction. The LR model formula was as follows (Eqs. (1)): Further, we simulated the final yield based on the metric values in every 5 cycles.
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The formula was as follows (Eqs.
(2)): To provide open access to our data, we designed a comprehensive website Features' for details). The 'Tools' page allowed the users to test our simulation model 172 ( Fig. 2B was manifested in a histogram, and it was mostly around 0.80 (Fig. 4B ). FIT value was 202 presented cycle by cycle, and it was found to slowly decrease from 0.811 to 0.757 in 203 read1 and from 0.835 to 0.763 in read2 with more deviation in the beginning to less 204 deviation in the end of each read (Fig. 4C) . The metric FIT suggested the distribution of 205 differences between signal and noise for each base and the performance of optical path 206 during the sequencing process used to build the model to find an optimum solution and the final LR model was Eq. (4).
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The regression results of this function pointed out that the contributions of 219 TotalEsr*Dnbnumber, BIC, SNR, FIT were significant at the 1% probability level (Table   220 1). Here we compared the yield with predicted results, taking the coefficient of 221 determination (R 2 ) range from 0 to 1 to measure the accuracy of our model, which 222 showed the value for R 2 was 0.97 ( Fig. 5 ). It is suggested that five metrics 223 TotalEsr*Dnbnumber, BIC, SNR, FIT successfully simulated yield in a LR model.
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In addition, we hoped that this simulation model can be used to predict the final 225 yield at the early stage of sequencing. In the sequencing process, the yield was assumed Comparing the residual deviation of these models, the residuals of prediction 230 models were fluctuated in the beginning of read1 and read2, which was mainly due to the 231 establishment of the algorithm matrix by the sequencer (Fig. S1) Genome Sequencing Project (Cheng et al. 2018; Li et al. 2019) .
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In order to study the correlation of yield-correlated metrics, we used the backward We have established the first reported BGISEQ-500 sequencing performance 282 database and website to comprehensively collect and summarize performance data. We 283 paid more attention to the data accumulation, and hope to explore the data patterns by 284 statistical analysis and interpret sequencing results. The database presented data and 285 statistical results through the website, providing an ongoing reference dataset which gave 286 users opportunities to promptly understand the performance and advantages of the 287 sequencer. Recently, some clues were found in monitoring the instrument degradation by 288 calculating error rates in Nextseq 500 (Manley et al. 2016) . We also expected that our 289 charts of metrics distributions could imply the troubles in the sequencing process. users from enterprises or colleges to understand and interpret their sequencing results. Dnbnumber: The theoretical maximum number of DNBs on the patterned array. BIC: Basecall information content, the percentage of DNBs that can be used for Basecalling among the DNBs recognized by the optical system. BIC = (numbers of DNB that can be used for Basecalling/numbers of DNB that can be recognized by the optical systems) ×100%.
accGRR: Accumulated Good Reads Rate, taking chastity greater than 0.6 as the filtering criteria, the percentage of filtered Reads among the DNBs recognized by Basecalling. accGRR = Total Reads/theoretical maximum reads number of one sequencing lane. This value is only a statistical indicator which reflects the overall quality of the read (multi-cycle state). SNR: Signal to Noise Ratio, taking the SNR calculation of a single DNB as an example, base A (maximum light intensity) is used as the signal, the CGT is the background, and the variance of the CGT light intensity is noise. A_SNR=A_mean/CGT_dev. FIT: FIT value represents the distribution of differences between signal and noise for each base. The FIT value is higher when the distribution of differences between signal to noise for each channel/color are more concentrated. 
